CONNECTED AND
AUTOMATED VEHICLES
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
SKILLS GAP ANALYSIS
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN

As major automotive manufacturers and
technology companies around the world design
and test new automated vehicle technology,
current employees are learning new skills and
future workers will be asked to apply a specific
skillset to CAV projects as the product cycle for
this disruptive technology continues to mature.
In order to better understand future workforce
demands in the CAV space, WIN partnered with
the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to analyze
job postings for a broad set of occupations
involved in the design, manufacture, and
infrastructure development necessary to
catalyze the CAV product cycle.

KEY FINDINGS
1. In 2017, 8.4 percent of nationwide postings (10,403
online job advertisements) for these occupations
included automation keywords, while in 2019, 12.1
percent (25,726 advertisements) expressed specific
interest in automation. The state of Michigan
accounts for 2.4 percent of all postings for these
occupations nationwide, while southeast Michigan
accounts for 1.6 percent of all national CAV-related
postings. By comparison, Michigan accounts for
2.9 percent of national employment overall and 3.4
percent of employment in CAV-related occupations.
2. In 2019, CAV-related occupation employment
totaled 504,400 workers, meaning 18.8 percent of
all workers in southeast Michigan are employed in
occupations with skills helpful in developing CAV.
Though only 103,700 of these workers are employed
in auto manufacturing and development industries
and not all workers may be on automation-related
projects, this indicates a wide talent pool in the
region to draw potential workers from.
3. T
 he enormous growth in automated vehicle
worker demand has led to a variety of strategies
for meeting workforce needs. Changes in the
CAV ecosystem have led to rapidly evolving
skill needs, such as cybersecurity and other
safety concerns that have arisen with more

widespread deployment. Educational providers,
auto manufacturers, and industry groups alike
are seeking long- and short-term solutions for
upskilling the CAV workforce.
4. T
 he strong presence of automotive manufacturing
infrastructure in southeast Michigan has helped
provide ample pathways for CAV workers. The 37
higher education institutions providing programs
related to CAV-related occupations, industry
collaborations considering talent attraction, and
existing manufacturing workforce interested
in upskilling all lead to a diverse talent pool.
Encouraging CAV development in the region can
help provide long-term pathways in vehicle and
engineering technology can assist with talent
retention in the state overall.
5. Increased utilization of automation and robotics
within the manufacturing industry are in turn
impacting automated vehicle workers. Available
machining and modeling technology is leading
job growth in well-paying technology-focused
occupations while slowing growth in others.
Posting and employment changes, an academic
automation index, and other metrics can be
considered in developing curriculum for emerging
high-demand occupations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations, discussed in detail in the conclusion of the full report, suggest
considerations and strategies that may help the CAV workforce in southeast Michigan continue to mature.
They will also help build capacity for the region to lead the way in autonomous vehicle development.
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1. Degree requirements should
be made flexible when possible,
allowing workers without a
bachelor’s degree to enter the
CAV workforce provided the right
skills and training. Expansion
of middle skill positions has the
potential to meet talent demand
and strengthen the region’s overall
economy. At this time, many
occupations in technology roles
have high degree requirements
for positions that could be filled
with an individual who had
completed short-term training or
an apprenticeship in the right skills.

2
 . Educators, employers, and
workforce boards must collaborate
in creating robust training
pathways to fill both short- and
long-term skill needs.

3. To meet demand and continue
transforming the connected vehicle
space, employers must focus
efforts on attracting technology
talent to southeast Michigan.

In particular, upskilling existing
production workers is still a major
opportunity.

To view the full report, visit:

winintelligence.org/report/cav-report
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